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WHAT TO DO WHEN YOUR KITCHEN RENO 

SAYS “BITE ME”

In a perfect world, a kitchen designer helps take a homeowner’s 

remodeling dreams and turns them into reality. But when the path 

to new kitchen perfection is littered with unexpected detours and 

disasters, the right kitchen designer can take on a much greater role, 

sometimes even….the Termite Terminator. 

This was the case recently when a standard kitchen makeover went off 

the rails due to the discovery of an army of wood-chomping insects. 

When the original kitchen remodeling plan collapsed under the weight 

of this termite infestation, our team re-grouped and came up with a 

new plan that not only delivered a beautiful new kitchen, but one that 

restored the structural integrity of the home as well. 

Home Improvement Project 

Chewed Up By Termites
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THE ORIGINAL PLAN kitchen remodeling project, they still shopped around before 

making their final decision. After all, when you are planning to 

spend tens of thousands of dollars on a project, it’s important 

to check all of your options. Their decision finally came down 

to being comfortable with a team they knew and trusted–one 

that would be there long after the job was finished–so they 

came back to Home Town Restyling. Little did they know just 

how important that decision would become over the months 

that followed. 

When our homeowners bought an older home a few years 

ago, they were aware that their “new” older home had some 

quirks, especially in the kitchen, so a kitchen makeover was 

always on their wish list. 

Our homeowners had worked with Home Town Restyling 

before to replace some windows, but when it came to the 
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Problem Areas

HOMEOWER ISSUES

There were a few oddities going into the remodeling project 

that made this job unusual. To start, the house had been built 

to accommodate the previous owners, all of whom stood well 

over six foot tall. To accommodate their height, all the surfaces 

were installed at bar height - 40.5 inches. Since the current 

owners skewed to the short side of average, getting the height 

down to the standard countertop height of 34.5 inches was a 

top priority. 

Another unusual feature was the cabinetry in the kitchen. 

When the previous owners had the opportunity to salvage 

some Birchwood from a barn on their old family farm, 

they decided to build their kitchen cabinets with it. While 

this was meaningful to the previous owners, the current 

homeowners were looking forward to closing the (barn) door 

on that chapter of the kitchen’s life and replacing all the dark 

cabinetry with something more light and modern. 
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DESIGN CHALLENGES

From a design perspective, we could also see there were 

bigger issues at work in the outdated kitchen than just the 

aesthetics. The space was poorly configured and the basic 

kitchen work triangle didn’t exist in this kitchen. 

For instance, the cooktop was awkwardly placed on the 

countertop next to the sink, interfering with access to the 

dishwasher. The exhaust hood up took up a significant chunk 

of much needed cabinet space. The oven and microwave were 

on the other side of the kitchen, recessed into a wall so deeply 

that the entire section would have to be taken out and rebuilt 

in order to reconfigure the appliances. Finally, next to the 

oven was a makeshift “island” which jutted out into the middle 

of the kitchen causing major traffic flow issues. All of these 

issues were addressed in the original plan.
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BEST LAID PLANS 

It’s no secret that kitchen remodels often 

pack surprise punches and this one nearly 

delivered a knock-out blow. It wasn’t a total 

sucker punch, of course. Whenever you 

are renovating an older kitchen you know 

there might be issues. Even when our team 

was doing the estimate early on, there 

were warning signs that something may be 

amiss. 

Any experienced remodeler will tell you 

that when you dig into a wall or floor, you 

are never 100% sure of what you’re going 

to find. Removal can reveal a variety of 

issues – perhaps previous work wasn’t 

done up to code, or it might show all the 

outdated components that need replacing.  

In this case, when we did the original estimate we noticed 

there were some bulges in a plaster wall. It could have just 

been the result of the house settling or a little water damage 

or, we advised the homeowners, it could be something worse. 

There was also some discoloration on a ceiling that was noted 

as a potential problem. We shared our concerns with the 

customer from the start, always with the question, “What are 

you going to do if those turn out to be something bigger?” We 

agreed we would address the issues as they came up. 
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Once our crew started opening up walls and ceilings, it 

became obvious that we weren’t dealing with just a few 

random leaks. Instead, they discovered that an army of 

hungry termites had been gnawing on this home for years. 

The discoloration on the ceiling may have started as a simple 

leak, but anywhere there is moisture, termites will swarm and 

they did. These destructive bugs ate through the king stud, 

the headers around the sliding glass doors, and framing in the 

wall. 

It just kept getting worse. Everywhere we 

looked we saw termite damage. When we 

opened up the stairway, we discovered 

the termites had eaten through the room 

joist of the stairway and the part of the 

structure that held up the floor. The 

destruction continued. When we opened 

up the ceiling further, we could see that 

the termites had eaten through most of the 

supports for the roof on one side of the 

house. 

The damage was so severe that an entire 

section of the house was in danger of 

collapse. This was a “worst-case” scenario 

that no one expected. The design plan, 

timeline and budget were instantly blown 

up. As far as Home Town Restyling was 

concerned, there was simply nothing else 

to do than to make the house safe and 

structurally sound again, and then start on 

the kitchen reno. All of this added more 

time and more money to the budget. 

THE NEWS WENT FROM BAD TO WORSE
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It’s estimated that the average 

colony of termites can eat about one 

foot of 2×4 lumber in six months, 

but certain species of termite can 

tear through homes at a much faster 

pace. Colonies contain about 60,000 

termites, and long-term infestations 

may result in the development of 

several colonies in a structure.

Termites are a fact of life in some 

areas. Most experienced remodelers 

can tell you which areas of town 

and which neighborhoods have a 

high termite population. Keep in 

mind that termites go from house 

to house. You never really eradicate 

them as much as you just deter them 

from your house. That’s why you 

should have your home inspected 

regularly for termites and treat it 

aggressively if the inspectors find 

any evidence of termites.

TERMITE DANGERS
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NEW PLAN

The team at Home Town Restyling, headed 

by their kitchen designer and the foreman of 

the construction crew, mapped out a strategy 

to win the battle with the termites. First they 

brought in a termite inspection company to 

provide an accurate assessment of what they 

were dealing with and to treat the termite 

infestation so repairs could be properly 

done. Fortunately for the homeowners, the 

company that inspected for termites when they 

purchased the home stood by their work and 

covered the cost of the additional treatments. 

Then the various crews got to work, tearing out 

the damaged areas, reinforcing and replacing 

material as needed. While the top priority was 

to make the home safe and sound again, the 

team was also trying to keep expenses down 

as much as they could. For example, when the 

damage was first discovered, the team thought 

they might have to tear off the exterior siding 

but instead, with some creative planning they 

were able to reframe from the inside without 

having to remove the siding outside. That 

saved the client a pretty penny. 
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TIMELINE AND BUDGET BUSTED, 

RELATIONSHIPS BUILT

Try as we did to save the homeowner money, there was no 

getting around the fact that fixing this level of destruction 

was going to take time and be expensive. This simple kitchen 

remodel job was originally estimated to take 4-6 weeks at a 

cost of $35,000. In the end, the job actually took 10 weeks 

and came in at closer to $50,000. 

Aside from the money, 10 weeks is a long time to spend with 

a kitchen renovation crew. In this case, the homeowners had 

access to our dedicated kitchen designer for the entire period 

of the project and over time they built a relationship that 

could withstand adversity. 

Of course, nobody wants to hear bad news or go through 

major upheavals like this. But as our kitchen designer 

explained, with the right support system around you, it’s easier 

to get through the negative circumstances. Communication 

was the key. On this job, the designer estimated she re-wrote 

the project plan as many as five times. While no one was 

happy about that, the level of communication reassured the 

homeowners that everything that could be done for them was 

being done as quickly and cost-effectively as possible.    
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The Results

As painful as the entire process was, 

the results were phenomenal. Check 

out this gorgeous kitchen. What a 

difference!

All of this resulted from the careful 

coordination of a great team of 

designers, carpenters and other 

craftsmen and, of course, it also helped 

to have great homeowners to work with 

and we did. They were such great spirits 

about it – the delays, the noise, THE 

MESS. These poor people were just 

coated in dust because there’s really 

no way to contain it on such a big job. 

They were hit with major construction 

dust four times: the initial demo, the 

reframing demo, the drywall and then 

the final installation. The designer felt 

so strongly that her clients had been 

through enough that Home Town 

made the unusual decision to have 

professional cleaners come in at the 

end at no charge to the clients.
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BEFORE AFTER
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BEFORE AFTER
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FINAL THOUGHTS

Kitchen remodeling, really any kind 

of remodeling, always carries some 

risk. When remodeling activities 

reveal unexpected problems, most 

homeowners are at the mercy of their 

contractors to tell them the truth and 

stick with them until the job is done 

right. Unfortunately, we’ve been the 

“clean-up crew” coming in behind 

too may fly-by-night operations that 

just slap up some new drywall over 

problem areas or ignore wiring or 

plumbing problems because it’s not 

“their job” to fix it. In this case, we’re 

happy to have gone the extra mile to 

make sure our homeowner’s home is 

now safe and functional. They aren’t 

going to fall through the floor. The 

roof isn’t going to cave in on them. 

But most importantly, they finally, 

FINALLY, have a kitchen that they 

love coming home to.
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Alternate Universe – What else might have gone wrong? Having 

been in the remodeling business since 1986, we have seen plenty of 

examples of what can happen when a shady contractor cuts corners 

or deliberately covers up a problem. If the homeowner had opted 

to save money with a cut-rate home improvement contractor they 

could have just cleaned up the cosmetic issues and moved on, with 

the homeowner none the wiser. On jobs where the homeowner acts 

as their own general contractor with no construction professional 

to look at the job with a critical eye and make the tough calls, things 

could have gone badly indeed. When jobs are hired out separately 

to cabinet makers, counter top specialists, plumbers, electricians, 

etc. good communication is the first thing to go. Each business could 

have come in, done its part, either accidently or willfully missed 

problems because certain areas didn’t officially fall within the scope 

of their specific job. The quality of the job often depends on the 

contractor and how badly they want to make a quick buck. After all, 

depending on the homeowner’s reaction, bad news could put an 

end to a lucrative piece of work before it even starts. In the case of 

a termite infestation, it’s not unheard of for workers to just open up 

a wall, do the minimum on their task and then close it all back up 

again without actually replacing the rotten wood or even reporting 

the termite damage. Investing in a contractors willing to “own” the 

whole job may be a little more expensive at the outset but it will 

often save you time and money in the long run. 

WHY HIRE A REPUTABLE CONTRACTOR

Contact Us

(319) 378-1221

www.HomeTownRestyling.com

1205 North Center Point Rd. 

Hiawatha, IA 52233


